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style guide vue js - avoid v if with v for essential never use v if on the same element as v for there are two common cases
where this can be tempting to filter items in a list e g v for user in users v if user isactive in these cases replace users with a
new computed property that returns your filtered list e g activeusers to avoid rendering a list if it should be hidden e g v for
user in, numbers that cannot be computed igoro com - did you know that there are numbers that cannot be computed by
any computer program it is weird but true and by number i mean just an ordinary real number, image quality in ct from
physical measurements to model - introduction diagnostic x rays contribute to nearly 50 of the total annual collective
effective dose of radiations from man made and natural sources to the general population in western countries computed
tomography ct is the largest single source of this medical exposure, cognitive impairment in multiple sclerosis a
forgotten - m s with cognitive bonniemccauslin 2 27 2017 10 58 03 am i feel i understand a little better whats happing to me
i realy don t get on conpter much to much pain i did read all of it i wish there were some suggestings on how to control
whats happing my dr don t say much i told him what was going on he said its called cognitive brain and that was it i would
consider doing a rescer program iam, tensorflow for absolute beginners towards data science - line 1 it simply imports
the tensorflow library where all the awesomeness resides line 2 we simply assigned the value of true to 1 and false to 1
quick brain teaser can we assign value of false to zero, brain tumor segmentation with deep neural networks - 1
introduction in the united states alone it is estimated that 23 000 new cases of brain cancer will be diagnosed in 2015 1
while gliomas are the most common brain tumors they can be less aggressive i e low grade in a patient with a life
expectancy of several years or more aggressive i e high grade in a patient with a life expectancy of at most 2 years, linear
optimization home ubalt edu - deterministic modeling process is presented in the context of linear programs lp lp models
are easy to solve computationally and have a wide range of applications in diverse fields this site provides solution
algorithms and the needed sensitivity analysis since the solution to a practical problem is not complete with the mere
determination of the optimal solution, mitral valve disease and the cavalier king charles spaniel - february 2019
computed tomography ct study of 226 dogs shows smaller dogs have relatively larger hearts and breed significantly
influenced results in an april 2019 article a team of japanese veterinary researchers t uehara k orito yoko fujii right studied
computed tomography ct scans of 226 dogs of various breeds and sizes all without heart or lung disorders including two,
redis cluster specification redis - redis cluster specification welcome to the redis cluster specification here you ll find
information about algorithms and design rationales of redis cluster this document is a work in progress as it is continuously
synchronized with the actual implementation of redis, time series analysis for business forecasting - effective modeling
for good decision making what is a model a model is an external and explicit representation of a part of reality as it is seen
by individuals who wish to use this model to understand change manage and control that part of reality, the brain vs deep
learning vs singularity timdettmers com - in this blog post i will delve into the brain and explain its basic information
processing machinery and compare it to deep learning i do this by moving step by step along with the brains
electrochemical and biological information processing pipeline and relating it directly to the architecture of convolutional nets
, node js doctor s offices and fast food restaurants - are you struggling to understand event driven programming are you
having trouble wrapping your brain around blocking vs non blocking i o, what is a frequency response function frf - the
following article will attempt to explain the basic theory of the frequency response function this basic theory will then be used
to calculate the frequency response function between two points on a structure using an accelerometer to measure the
response and a force gauge hammer to measure the excitation, all questions questions and answers in mri - why does
the rf field have to be applied at the larmor frequency for resonance to occur what is meant by flip angle are the individual
nuclei still precessing after a 180 pulse why are all the spins brought into phase with one another after a 90 pulse i don t
understand why this should happen, difference between classification and regression in - fantastic post thank you for
sharing i was recently training a model as a binary classification problem using sigmoid as a single output however i was
able to get far better results using mse rather than binary cross entropy, a study of patients with sanfilippo syndrome
type a mps - the safety and scientific validity of this study is the responsibility of the study sponsor and investigators listing
a study does not mean it has been evaluated by the u s federal government, human brain neuroscience cognitive
science - human brain neuroscience cognitive science the human brain is the most complex processer of information on the
planet our ability to process information and store information is what makes us human information defines us information

controls us information teaches us know your processor understand the software and understand the hardware, genetically
modified t cell therapy in treating patients - data should be collected for efficacy of transferred t cells and descriptive
statistics will be used to summarize the changes from baseline where possible, epilepsy intellectual disability and health
- the clinical decision or diagnosis of an epileptic seizure should be based on the combination of the description of the attack
and different symptoms, irf quality reporting measures information centers for - the purpose of this page is to provide
information on the measures reported by irfs in accordance with the irf qrp on this page you will find descriptions of each
measure links to measure specifications measure updates and other measure related information, why your brain isn t a
computer forbes - if the human brain were so simple that we could understand it we would be so simple that we couldn t
emerson m pugh earlier this week i09 featured a primer of sorts by george dvorsky, alzheimer s disease and dementia
ceu wild iris medical - scientists continue the search for answers regarding causes diagnoses and treatments for
alzheimer s disease one promising target is beta amyloid a protein that builds up into plaques and researchers are working
on several ways to clear beta amyloid from the brain or prevent it from clumping together to form plaques, cs231n
convolutional neural networks for visual recognition - the amount of wiggle in the loss is related to the batch size when
the batch size is 1 the wiggle will be relatively high when the batch size is the full dataset the wiggle will be minimal because
every gradient update should be improving the loss function monotonically unless the learning rate is set too high, repetitive
head injury syndrome brainline - medication care should be used when instituting therapy with medications that
potentially have sedating effects because sedation may complicate the monitoring of a patient with a brain injury, industrial
automation in india plc scada dcs training in - we are chennai based leading company engaged in supplying of electrical
and automation systems for various industrial segments hindustan automation solutions has always been a customer
oriented firm which makes sincere efforts to manufacture and supply latest and useful software and hardware for its
valuable clientele across india today s world revolves around high technology most, table functions part 1 introduction
and exploration - you can get around the issue of as of 12 1 you cannot call the table function directly inside the table
operator and also use a table function with a package declared type in 11g by using the pipelined functionality, vigabatrin
c6h11no2 pubchem - vigabatrin is an analogue of gamma aminobutyric acid it is an irreversible inhibitor of 4 aminobutyrate
transaminase the enzyme responsible for the catabolism of gamma aminobutyric acid and is used as an anticonvulsant,
yudkowsky staring into the singularity 1 2 5 - to convey the rate of progress driven by smarter researchers i needed to
invent a function more complex than the doubling function used above we ll call this new function t n you can think of t n as
representing the largest number conceivable to someone with an n neuron brain more formally t n is defined as the longest
block of 1s produced by any halting n state turing machine acting on, a quick introduction to neural networks the data
science - an artificial neural network ann is a computational model that is inspired by the way biological neural networks in
the human brain process information artificial neural networks have generated a lot of excitement in machine learning
research and industry thanks to many breakthrough results in speech recognition computer vision and text processing, the
10 neural network architectures machine learning - machine learning is needed for tasks that are too complex for
humans to code directly some tasks are so complex that it is impractical if not impossible for humans to work out all of the
nuances, heart failure heart and blood vessel disorders merck - in heart failure the heart may not pump enough blood to
meet the body s need for oxygen and nutrients which are supplied by the blood as a result arm and leg muscles may tire
more quickly and the kidneys may not function normally
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